We report on the photoelectrochemical properties of partially reduced mesoporous titania thin films. The fabrication is achieved by synthesizing mesoporous titania thin films through the self-assembly of a titania precursor and a block copolymer, followed by aging and calcination, and heat-treatment under a H 2 (1 torr) environment. Depending on the temperature used for the reaction with H 2 , the degree of the reduction (generation of oxygen vacancies) of the titania is controlled. The oxygen vacancies induce visible light absorption, and decrease of resistance while the mesoporosity is practically unaltered. The photoelectrochemical activity data on these films, by measuring their photocurrent-potential behavior in 1 M NaOH electrolyte under AM 1.5G 100 mW cm −2 illumination, show that the three effects of the oxygen vacancies contribute to the enhancement of the photoelectrochemical properties of the mesoporous titania thin films. The results show that these oxygen deficient TiO 2 mesoporous thin films hold great promise for a solar hydrogen generation. Suggestions for the materials design for improved photoelectrochemical properties are made.
Introduction
Since the first report on the photochemical splitting of water on a TiO 2 electrode by Fujishima and Honda, 1 water splitting by using semiconductors has attracted tremendous interests for the generation of clean and renewable hydrogen fuel directly from solar irradiation. Among different morphologies of TiO 2 , those with 3D mesopores have attracted strong interests because they have large surface areas and the pores can allow fast access of reactive gases and liquids.
2-5
Mesoporous films of TiO 2 formed by dispersing nanoparticles have been studied for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution. 6 Recently, it has been demonstrated that mesoporous TiO 2 films via the self-assembly process outperform those through the assembly of pre-formed TiO 2 nanoparticles. 7 The authors argue that the inter-particle boundaries in the latter give rise to high resistance for photo-generated electrons or holes.
On the other hand, TiO 2 in the stoichiometric state has the problems of the inability to utilize visible light. To overcome this limitation, many authors have explored different approaches ranging from doping with metals 8 or non-metals [9] [10] [11] to loading with noble metals. 12, 13 The dopants introduce impurity states in various positions in the band gap of TiO 2 and lead to different degrees of modification in the electronic structure.
14 Oxygen vacancies are known to form shallow donor states in TiO 2 , with relatively low formation energies. 15 It has been reported that oxygen vacancies play a critical role in determining the surface and electronic properties of TiO 2 .
16
The heat treatment in H 2 atmosphere is a usual method to produce oxygen vacancies of TiO 2 for the improvement of photoelectrochemical (PEC) performance and photocatalytic efficiency. 17, 18 Many investigators have studied the effects of heat-treatment conditions such as temperatures, time, H 2 -pressure.
19,20 However, we note that there has been no report on the effect of H 2 treatment of mesoporous TiO 2 in relation with PEC or photocatalysis.
In this study, we have combined the above mentioned two desirable features to be incorporated in the TiO 2 electrodes for PEC applications. That is, we synthesized mesoporous films of reduced titania. Previously, we synthesized mesoporous titania thin films (MTFs) with highly well-ordered pores. 21 In the present study, we heat-treated MTFs to produce reduced mesoporous titania films (R-MTFs), and characterized them as PEC electrodes. The R-MTFs have large surface areas and short diffusion distances for the electrolyte, which is expected to facilitate the charge separation and, thus, reduce the loss due to electron hole recombination, resulting in the enhancement of PEC performance.
Experimental R-MTFs were obtained by reducing MTFs with H 2 at elevated temperatures. MTFs was formed by spin coating a precursor solution on FTO (Fluorine-doped tin oxide, Arrandee) electrodes, followed by aging and calcination. The details of the synthesis and characterization are described in our previous paper. 21 Briefly, the precursor solution prepared by mixing 0.5 g of a Pluronic triblock copolymer surfactant F127 (EO 106 PO 70 EO 106 ; EO = ethylene oxide, PO = propylene oxide) in 10 g of absolute ethanol (Samchun, 99.9%) with 1.1 mL of TiCl 4 (Aldrich) was spun-cast on FTO (1 × 1 cm ). The light intensity was calibrated using a silicon reference cell (Fraunhofer ISE, Certificate No. CISE269). An aqueous 1 M NaOH solution was employed as an electrolyte. The PEC characteristics of these electrodes in a 1 M NaOH(aq) solution were measured by using a three electrode cell with a Ag/AgCl/sat'd KCl as the reference electrode and a Pt-gauge as the counter electrode under AM 1.5G illumination (100 mW cm −2 ).
Results and Discussion
The MTFs used in the present study are characterized by the 3D pore network derived from the Im-3m self-assembly structure of the spin-cast films. The Im-3m structure is also called as the cage-like structure because there are large spherical pores at the center and the corner of the cubic unit cell. The large pores connect to the next ones along the [111] directions to form a 3D pore network. In our synthesis method, the Im-3m structure is preferentially oriented to have the [111] direction perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, upon removal of the template F127 and consolidation of the titania wall during the calcination, the films undergo uniaxial shrinkage in the surface normal direction, inducing the fusion of adjacent cages along the [111] direction into vertical channels. The resultant films show hexagonally ordered pores when viewed from the top (Figure 1(a) ). Depending on the degree of the shrinkage, these vertical channels are also connected to neighboring ones.
21,22
The MTFs synthesized by calcination at 300 o C were further heat-treated under an H 2 atmosphere (1 torr) at different temperatures to produce R-MTFs. The R-MTF samples will be denoted with the heating temperature as in R-MTF-400 for the sample obtained by heating at 400 o C. The SEM images in Figure 1 show that the initial pore morphology of MTF is maintained in R-MTFs. The TEM images in the insets also support this observation. However, one can also see that the pores are slightly deformed as the temperature is 400 o C or higher. The small angle XRD patterns in Figure 2 show a peak that can be attributed to the (111) mesoscopic ordering. The other peaks are absent because of the preferential orientation of MTF. This peak remains unchanged in R-MTF-350. However, its position is shifted to higher angles in R-MTF-400 and R-MTF-450, indicating the decrease of the interplane distance, which agrees with the above-mentioned film shrinkage. 23, 24 The decrease of the peak intensity in these samples is ascribed to the fusion of the cage-like pores into vertical channels decreasing the contrast of the electron density. We also tried 500 o C in the hydrogen treatment of MTF. However, at this temperature, the mesoporosity is completely lost as shown in Figure 1 (e). For this reason, R-MTF-500 was not studied any further.
The optical properties of R-MTFs are also affected by the temperature of hydrogen treatment. The original MTF is transparent to the visible light. R-MTF-350 has almost the same appearance as MTF although its UV-Vis spectrum shows an increased absorption of short wavelength visible photons (λ < 400 nm). By contrast, R-MTF-400 is light brown and R-MTF-450 is grayish. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of these samples in Figure 3 (a) account for the corresponding colors. From the Tauc plot of the absorption spectrum of MTF in Figure 3(b) , its band gap energy is calculated to be 3.3 eV, slightly larger than that of anatase (3.2 eV), 25, 26 probably because of the thin titania walls of MTF, ~4 nm. The Tauc plots of R-MTFs show that the original band gap of TiO 2 is practically unaffected by the reduction. Instead, there are many mid-gap levels created with the density increasing with the temperature of the reduction reaction. With spectroscopic data, it is clear that RMTFs can utilize visible photons in PEC.
In order to assess the potential of R-MTFs for PEC application, we investigated their photocurrent responses. It is well known that photocurrent response is an indirect way to measure the rate of production of hydrogen and oxygen through splitting of water. It reflects the number of charge carriers produced from the incident light and their subsequent participation in water oxidation on the photoanode and the hydrogen ion reduction on the counter electrode.
27,28
As shown in the plots of current density as a function of applied potential in Figure 4 (a), MTF and R-MTF-350 show insignificant photocurrent effects, which can be explained with their low level of absorption of visible photons. By contrast, R-MTF-400 and R-MTF-450 show significantly increased photocurrent responses. The photocurrent of R-MTF-450 is higher than that of R-MTF-400. Clearly, the partial reduction of TiO 2 by H 2 treatment makes a positive effect.
It is well-known that H 2 -treatment of early transition metal oxides induces the formation of oxygen defects and the reduction of the transition metal. In the present case, some of the Ti 4+ ions are reduced to Ti 3+ , which effectively creates doner level. 29, 30 As a result, the conduction electron density is increased, the resistance is decreased, and the Fermi level is raised, all of which will be beneficial features of reduced titania in PEC in addition to the increase of visible light absorption shown in Figure 3 . These effects will become stronger as the amount of reduction increased, which can be controlled by the temperature of the H 2 -treatment. Unfortunately, the temperature is limited to be below 500 o C for the present MTF because the porous structure is disrupted at 500 o C. Our data show evidences, directly or indirectly, for the changes in the electronic structure of titania upon reduction. In Figure 4(b) , the dark currents of R-MTF samples are increased from that of MTF, which may be attributed to the decrease of the internal resistance of R-MTFs materials.
31
The onset potentials of the photocurrents of R-MTF-400 and R-MTF-450 are measured to be −0.7 and −0.77 V (vs. Ag/ AgCl), respectively, which may reflect the different Fermi levels of these materials. In Figure 5 , we show the variation of photoconversion efficiencies of MTF and R-MTFs as a function of the applied bias potential. The efficiency is calculated by using the equation:
where, j p is the photocurrent density (mA cm −2 ), P is the incident light intensity (mW cm −2 ), and V b is the bias voltage which is applied in the two electrodes system.
28
Two major observations of this plot are: First, MTF and R-MTF-350 have photoconversion efficiencies smaller than zero at all bias potential range. This means that the photocurrents of these electrodes, if any, are mainly driven by the applied bias potential, not by the internal field between the electrodes. On the contrary, R-MTF-400 and R-MTF-450 show positive efficiencies as seen before. The photoconversion efficiency of MTF-450 was calculated to be 0.09% at −0.46V vs Ag/AgCl. Second, the efficiency maximum is negatively shifted as the degree of reduction increases. This behavior agrees with the rise of the Fermi level by reduction. In case of R-MTF-450, although the photocurrent is measured with a bias potential of +0.6 V in Figure 4 (b), photocurrent can be observed even under zero bias.
We note that the efficiency of R-MTF-350 is even lower than that of MTF. At present, the reason is not clear. Probably, when the doping level is too low, the doping states function as the trap sites instead of inducing above mentioned positive effects of doping.
The incident photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (IPCE) of MTF and R-MTFs as a function of the wavelength of monochromatic irradiation were studied at a constant bias (+0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl) in a 1 M NaOH(aq) solution ( Figure  4(c) ). 32 The IPCE increases with the increase of the degree of reduction in R-MTF. MTF, R-MTF-350 and -400 show maximum IPCE values wavelengths shorter than 350 nm. By contrast, the IPCE maximum of R-MTF-450 is redshifted to 375 nm. Furthermore, the peak current is drastically increased from ~1% for MTF to ~6% for R-MTF-450.
Our results demonstrate that synthesizing mesoporous titania thin films and reducing them can be a viable strategy to fabricate efficient PEC electrodes. However, at the same time, the efficiency of our R-MTF is not high enough for practical applications. We consider that there are a number of ways to improve the efficiency. (1) The film thickness has to be optimized to absorb the optimum amount of photons. In the present study, the film thickness of MTF is ~200 nm (data not shown).
21 By controlling the spinning rate during the spin-coating of the precursor solution, the film thickness can be controlled to ~500 nm. If necessary, the spin-coating can be repeated to increase the film thickness to a few μm.
(2) The degree of reduction also can be controlled. Generally, the mesoporous structure of MTF can withstand up to 450 o C, which sets the limit of the degree of reduction of RMTFs. However, we believe that if higher pressure of H 2 is used, it may be possible to achieve higher levels of reduction without increasing the temperature too high. (3) In order to use the most of the mesoporosity of MTFs, the pore size has to be tuned to allow the easy flow of electrolyte. The pore size can be controlled by using different kinds of block copolymers in the formation of the self-assembly structures. At present, F127 is the largest block copolymer adaptable to our synthesis procedure, limiting the largest pores size to be about 7 nm. However, there have been reports on using home-made block copolymers to produce mesoporous thin films with larger pores.
33,34 (4) Finally, the wall thickness of the MTFs must be controlled. The present MTF is composed of 4 nm thick titania walls. This certainly cannot be the optimal thickness. The larger band gap of MTF (3.3 eV) than the bulk value (3.0 eV or 3.2 eV) indicates this is so. Fortunately, there have been a few methods to increase the wall thickness reported in the literature. 35, 36 With some or all of these measures employed, it seems possible to develop highly efficient PEC electrodes based on reduced mesoporous titania film films.
Conclusion
In the present work, we successfully fabricated reduced well ordered mesoporous titania thin films (R-MTFs), which show promising properties for water splitting. The films are characterized by regularly ordered 3D pores and high levels of oxygen vacancies on the titania wall. The oxygen vacancies are introduced through the reaction with hydrogen at elevated temperatures. With the hydrogen pressured fixed at 1 torr, the reaction temperature determines the degree of the reduction. As the degree of reduction increases, the absorption of the visible light increases, the conductivity increases, and the surface activity increases. There are many different ways the photoelectrochemical properties of the present mesoporous titania thin films can be improved. The capability of making highly photoactive mesoporous titania film opens up new opportunities in various areas, including PEC water splitting, dye-sensitized solar cells, and photocatalysis. Investigations of such possibilities are under progress in our group.
